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1 IntroductionThe constant in the strengthened Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwarz (C.B.S.) inequalityja(u; v)j  qa(u; u)qa(v; v) 8u 2 VH ; v 2 Th; Vh = VH + Th; (1)plays a basic role in the convergence analysis of iterative solvers for large scale systems ofalgebraic equations resulting from nite element discretizations of boundary value prob-lems (b.v.p.), see, e.g., [7, 11].We suppose that the nite element subspace Vh  [H1(
)]s is the direct sum of sub-spaces VH and Th spanned by two-level h- or p-hierarchical nite element ansatz functions(for more details see Section 2), and that a(:; :) is a symmetric bilinear form arising in thevariational formulation of the b.v.p.The splitting of the nite element subspace Vh into VH and Th is the basis of severaliterative solvers. Examples for such solvers are conjugate gradient (cg) methods withtwo-level h- or p-hierarchical preconditioners proposed by Bank and Dupont [8], Ax-elsson and Gustafsson [2, 4] (see also [16]), the cg method with algebraic multilevelpreconditioners developed by Axelsson and Vassilevski [5, 6], or multigrid methods ofthe projection type as described by Meis and Branca [22], Braess [9, 10], Verfurth[25], Jung [14, 15], Schieweck [23], and Thole [24]. The convergence rates of all thesemethods depend on the constant in the strengthened C.B.S. inequality. Therefore, it isof interest to give estimates of this constant.In the present paper it is supposed that the bilinear form a(:; :) can be written as alinear combination of terms of the typeZ
 @u@xi @v@xj dx ; i; j = 1; 2;where 
 is a two-dimensional bounded domain. General diusion problems and planelinear elasticity problems can serve as examples for such bilinear forms.In Section 2 we prove the relation ( l)2 = 34(q)2 for the constants  l and q in theC.B.S. inequality in the two-level h- and p-hierarchical case, respectively, based on niteelement discretizations with triangular elements. It is obvious that (q)2 = 1 is an upperbound in the p-hierarchical case. Therefore, we get for the h-hierarchical case ( l)2 = 34 foreach bilinear form of the considered type and for triangulations with arbitrary triangles.Estimates of the constant in the C.B.S. inequality for plane linear elasticity problemsare given in some papers [1, 14, 15, 16, 20]. Margenov [20] shows for triangulations withright isosceles triangles that ( l)2 = 34 is an upper bound for all Poisson's ratios  2 (0; 12).Achchab and Maitre [1] prove that 34 is also an upper bound for triangulations witharbitrary triangles. In both papers the dependence of  l on  is not studied. We analysethe constant in the C.B.S. inequality for plane linear elasticity problems more accurately,i.e. we show its dependence on the Poisson's ratio . The estimates ( l)2() given inSection 3 are restricted to triangulations with right isosceles triangles.The extension of the techniques used in [1, 20] and in this paper to three-dimensio-nal elasticity problems is very complicated. Therefore, we give only some numericallydetermined estimates of  l and q, respectively, in dependence on .Finally, we discuss briey the inuence of the Poisson's ratio on the convergenceproperties of iterative methods. 1
2 A relation between the constants in the strength-ened C.B.S. inequality in the two-level h- and p-hierarchical caseIn this Section we consider symmetric bilinear forms a(:; :) : V  V ! R1 arising invariational formulations of second-order elliptic b.v.p.'s. The space V is a subspace of theSobolev space [H1(
)]s dened by the Dirichlet boundary conditions on  D  @
. If notstated otherwise the case s = 1 is considered. The bilinear forms a(:; :) are discretized byusing nite elements. We suppose that a coarse triangulation TH = f(r)H ; r = 1; 2; : : : ; RHg(RH being the number of triangles) of the polygonally bounded plane domain 
 is given.The ner triangulation Th = f(r)h ; r = 1; 2; : : : ; Rhg is constructed by connecting themidpoints of the edges of each triangle (r)H . Corresponding to the triangulation TH thenite element subspaceVH = spanfp(m)H (x);m = 1; 2; : : : ; NHg  V (2)is dened. The functions p(m)H (x) are continuous and piecewise linear, i.e. linear on each tri-angle (r)H . Furthermore they satisfy the condition p(m)H (x(n)) = mn. Here, mn denotes theKronecker symbol with mn = 1 for m = n and mn = 0 for m 6= n, m;n = 1; 2; : : : ; NH,NH is the number of nodes in 
[ N ( D[ N = @
,  D\ N = ;), and x(n) = (x(n)1 ; x(n)2 )are the coordinates of the node P (n).In the following we want to give upper bounds of the constant in the strengthenedC.B.S. inequality. Here, two-level h-hierarchical and two-level p-hierarchical nite elementdiscretizations are considered. For that reason we introduce the nite element subspacesT lh = spanfp(m)h (x);m = NH + 1; NH + 2; : : : ; Nhg (3)and T qh = spanfq(m)H (x);m = NH + 1; NH + 2; : : : ; Nhg (4)with continuous piecewise linear functions p(m)h and continuous piecewise quadratic func-tions q(m)H (x). The functions p(m)h are linear on each triangle (r)h 2 Th, and the func-tions q(m)H (x) are quadratic on each triangle (r)H 2 TH . For these functions the relationsp(m)h (x(n)) = mn and q(m)H (x(n)) = mn, m;n = NH + 1; NH + 2; : : : ; Nh, hold. The spaceV lh = VH + T lh  V is a nite element subspace with a two-level h-hierarchical basis andV qh = VH + T qh  V has a two-level p-hierarchical basis.In Lemma 2.1 we give a relation between the constants in the strengthened C.B.S.inequality (1) for the pairs of subspaces fVH ; Thg = fVH; T lhg and fVH ; Thg = fVH ; T qhg.Here, the corresponding constant is denoted by  l and q, respectively.Lemma 2.1 Let the bilinear form a(:; :) be dened as a linear combination of terms ofthe type Z
 @u@xi @v@xj dx ; i; j = 1; 2; (5)with u 2 VH and v 2 T lh or v 2 T qh , respectively. Then(l)2 = 34 (q)2 : (6)2
Proof: For a better readability of the proof we rst formulate the two relations (7)which we need for proving (6), then we prove (6), and nally the relations (7) are proved.Using the relationsa(u; vq) = 43 a(u; vl) and a(vq; vq) = 43 a(vl; vl) (7)with u 2 VH , vq 2 T qh , vl 2 T lh, and vq(x(n)) = vl(x(n)) for all n = NH +1; NH + 2; : : : ; Nhwe get (a(u; vq))2  (q)2 a(u; u) a(vq; vq) 8u 2 VH ; 8vq 2 T qh 43 a(u; vl)2  (q)2 a(u; u) 43 a(vl; vl) 8u 2 VH ; 8vl 2 T lh (a(u; vl))2  34 (q)2 a(u; u) a(vl; vl) 8u 2 VH ; 8vl 2 T lh ;i.e. ( l)2 = 34 (q)2.Now we prove the relation a(u; vq) = 43 a(u; vl) (8)with u 2 VH , vq 2 T qh , vl 2 T lh, and vq(x(n)) = vl(x(n)) for all n = NH +1; NH +2; : : : ; Nh.Since it is supposed that the bilinear form a(:; :) is a linear combination of terms of thetype (5) we have to prove thatZ
 @u@xi @vq@xj dx = 43 Z
 @u@xi @vl@xj dx ; i; j = 1; 2; (9)holds. We get for v = vq and v = vl the relationsZ
 @u@xi @v@xj dx = RHXr=1 Z(r)H @u@xi @v@xj dx = RHXr=1 "   Z(r)H @2u@xi@xj v dx+ Z@(r)H v @u@xi nj dS# ; (10)where nj is the j-th component of the vector of the outer normal ~n = (n1; n2)T on @(r)H .Since u is linear on (r)H the relationZ
 @u@xi @v@xj dx = RHXr=1 Z@(r)H v @u@xi nj dS = RHXr=1 3X=1 @u@xi nj Ze(r)H;v dS (11)holds, where e(r)H; are the edges of the triangle (r)H . Denoting by x(r;3+) the coordinatesof the midpoints of these edges (see Figure 1) one obtainsZe(r)H;v dS = 8>>>><>>>>: v(x(r;3+))meas e(r)H;2 for v = vlv(x(r;3+))4meas e(r)H;6 for v = vq : (12)Then, (8) follows immediately from (10), (11), and (12). It remains to prove a(vq; vq) =43a(vl; vl). We consider an arbitrary triangle (r)H of the triangulation TH (see Figure 1).3
(r)H;1 (r)H;2(r)H;3(r)H;41 2
34 56Figure 1: An arbitrary triangle (r)H with the local numbering of the nodesUsing barycentric coordinates k and a local numbering of the nodes as it is shown inFigure 1, the function vq restricted to the triangle (r)H can be expressed byvq = vq(x(r;4))q(r;4)H + vq(x(r;5))q(r;5)H + vq(x(r;6))q(r;6)Hwith q(r;4)H = 412 ; q(r;5)H = 423 ; q(r;6)H = 431 :Therefore, the relationZ(r)H @vq@xi @vq@xj dx = 3X;=1vq(x(r;3+))vq(x(r;3+)) Z(r)H @q(r;3+)H@xi @q(r;3+)H@xj dx (13)holds. In the following we distinguish the cases  =  and  6= . We consider  =  = 1and  = 2,  = 3 as examples. The computation of the integrals in (13) for other  and can be performed in an analogous manner. With@q(r;4)H@xi = 4@1@xi 2 + @2@xi 1 ; @q(r;5)H@xi = 4@2@xi 3 + @3@xi 2 ;@q(r;6)H@xi = 4@3@xi 1 + @1@xi 3 ;and the obvious relationsZ(r)H kl dx = meas (r)H12 (1 + kl) (kl is the Kronecker symbol) ;3Xk=1 @k@xi = 3Xk=1 @k@xj = 0it follows thatZ(r)H @q(r;5)H@xi @q(r;6)H@xj dx= 1612 meas (r)H "@2@xi @3@xj + 2@2@xi @1@xj + @3@xi @3@xj + @3@xi @1@xj #= 1612 meas (r)H "@2@xi @1@xj + @1@xi @2@xj # (14)4
and Z(r)H @q(r;4)H@xi @q(r;4)H@xj dx= 1612 meas (r)H "2@1@xi @1@xj + @1@xi @2@xj + @2@xi @1@xj + 2@2@xi @2@xj #= 1612 meas (r)H "@1@xi @1@xj + @2@xi @2@xj + @3@xi @3@xj # : (15)For vl = vl(x(r;4))p(r;4)h + vl(x(r;5))p(r;5)h + vl(x(r;6))p(r;6)h ;i.e. the piecewise linear case, we getZ(r)H @vl@xi @vl@xj dx = 3X;=1 "vl(x(r;3+))vl(x(r;3+)) 4Xs=1 Z(r)H;s @p(r;3+)h@xi @p(r;3+)h@xj dx# (16)with (r)H = S4s=1 (r)H;s (see also Figure 1). Again, we consider the cases  =  = 1 and = 2,  = 3. The functions p(r;3+)h are dened on the triangles (r)H;s as given in Table 1.This table contains also the partial derivatives of the functions p(r;3+)h .(r)H;1 (r)H;2 (r)H;3 (r)H;4 (r)H;1 (r)H;2 (r)H;3 (r)H;4p(r;4)h 22 21 0 1   23 @p(r;4)h@xi 2@2@xi 2@1@xi 0  2@3@xip(r;5)h 0 23 22 1   21 @p(r;5)h@xi 0 2@3@xi 2@2@xi  2@1@xip(r;6)h 23 0 21 1   22 @p(r;6)h@xi 2@3@xi 0 2@1@xi  2@2@xiTable 1: The denition of the functions p(r;3+)h and their partial derivatives on the trian-gles (r)H;sTherefore, we obtainZ(r)H @p(r;5)h@xi @p(r;6)h@xj dx = 4Xs=1 Z(r)H;s @p(r;5)h@xi @p(r;6)h@xj dx = meas (r)H4 4@2@xi @1@xj + @1@xi @2@xj  (17)and Z(r)H @p(r;4)h@xi @p(r;4)h@xj dx = meas (r)H4 4@1@xi @1@xj + @2@xi @2@xj + @3@xi @3@xj  : (18)Since (14) and (17) as well as (15) and (18) dier by a factor 43 also the integrals in (13)and (16) dier by a factor 43. This completes the proof. 25
Remark 2.1(i) Relations (7) were also proved by Jung and Rude [17] for a bilinear form of thetype a(u; v) = Z
 (A(x)rxu;rxv) dx (19)with a symmetric positive denite 2 2 matrix A(x) = [aij(x)]2i;j=1, where the func-tions aij(x) are constant over the triangles (r)H . The variable coecient case isstudied in [18].(ii) From Lemma 2.1 we conclude that the relation (6) holds for example for bilinearforms of the type (19), or for the bilinear form corresponding to plane linear elasticityproblems (see also Section 3).(iii) The relation (8) holds also for three-dimensional problems discretized by means oftetrahedral elements. Here, we have to compute in (11) integrals over the surfaceof the tetrahedra. Denoting by f (r)H;l, l = 1; : : : ; 4, the faces on the surface of thetetrahedron (r)H and by x(r;3+k;l) the midpoints of the edges describing the face f (r)H;l,we get Zf (r)H;l vq dF = 13 meas f (r)H;l 3X=1 vq(x(r;3+;l))and Zf (r)H;l vl dF = 13 meas f (r)H;l4 (vl(x(r;4;l)) + vl(x(r;6;l))) + (vl(x(r;4;l)) + vl(x(r;5;l)))+(vl(x(r;5;l)) + vl(x(r;6;l))) + (vl(x(r;4;l)) + vl(x(r;5;l)) + vl(x(r;6;l)))= meas f (r)H;l4 3X=1 vl(x(r;3+;l)) :The relation a(vq; vq) = 43a(vl; vl) is not true in the three-dimensional case.Since (q)2 = 1 is a trivial upper bound of the constant in the C.B.S. inequality inthe p-hierarchical case, Lemma 2.1 implies that ( l)2 = 34 is an upper bound in the h-hierarchical case for all bilinear forms a(:; :) which are a linear combination of terms ofthe type (5) and for triangulations TH with arbitrary triangles.But sometimes it is of more interest whether one can show how the constant in theC.B.S. inequality depends on the geometry of the triangles or on the coecients in thebilinear form. Maitre andMusy give in [19] for the bilinear form (19) with a11 = a22 = 1,and a12 = 0 the constants  l and q in dependence on the geometry of the triangles. Theyobserve for this case the relation (6). Axelsson [3] considers the bilinear form (19) withconstant coecients aij, i; j = 1; 2, and shows that the constant ( l)2 is bounded by 34for arbitrary triangles in the h-hierarchical case. Additionally, he shows how the constantdepends on aij, i; j = 1; 2, and on the geometry of the triangles. Achchab and Maitreprove in [1] for plane linear elasticity problems (state of plane strain) with arbitraryPoisson's ratio  2 (0; 12) and triangulations with arbitrary triangles that ( l)2 = 34 is a6
sharp upper bound for the constant in the corresponding strengthened C.B.S. inequalityin the h-hierarchical case. For the p-hierarchical case it is shown in [1] that q tends to 1for triangulations with right isosceles triangles and Poisson's ratio close to 12 . Using theestimate of  l in [1] and Lemma 2.1 we can prove a more general result, namely that theupper bound of q can not be better than 1 for triangulations with arbitrary trianglesand  ! 12.In the next Section we want to give some estimates of the constants  l and q forlinear elasticity problems We show how these constants depend on the Poisson's ratio,but unfortunately we need some restrictions on the triangulation.3 The strengthened C.B.S. inequality for linear elas-ticity problemsIn this Section upper bounds of the constant in the C.B.S. inequality for linear elasticityproblems are presented. These upper bounds are given in dependence on the Poisson'sratio . Here, it is supposed that the plane domain 
 can be decomposed into rightisosceles triangles. Furthermore, we present some numerically determined bounds of theconstant in the C.B.S. inequality for elasticity problems in three-dimensional domains.The variational formulation of a plane linear elasticity problem is given by the follow-ing:Find u = (u1; u2)T 2 V = fu 2 [H1(
)]2 : u1 = u2 = 0 on  Dg such thata(u; v) = hF; vi 8v 2 V (20)holds with a(u; v) = Z
 eT(v)De(u) dx and hF; vi = Z
 vTf dx + Z N vTgN ds: (21)Here e(v) = ("11(v); "22(v); 2"12(v))T , f and gN are the vectors of the volume and surfaceforces, respectively, The components "ij, i; j = 1; 2, of the strain tensor are dened by"ij = 12  @ui@xj + @uj@xi!and D = E 1 + (1  k)(1 + )(1   k) 0BBBBBBB@ 1 1 + (1   k) 01 + (1  k) 1 00 0 1   k2(1 + (1  k)) 1CCCCCCCAwith k = 1 for the state of plane stress and k = 2 for the state of plane strain.We discretize problem (20) by means of h-hierarchical and p-hierarchical nite elementansatz functions. As described in Section 2 it is supposed that a coarse triangulation THand a ne triangulation Th of the domain 
 are generated. Since the displacement u7
is a vector function the basis functions of the nite element subspaces must be vectorfunctions too. We dene the spacesVH = spanf(p(m)H ; 0)T ; (0; p(m)H )T ; m = 1; 2; : : : ; NHg ;T lh = spanf(p(m)h ; 0)T ; (0; p(m)h )T ; m = NH + 1; NH + 2; : : : ; Nhg ; and (22)T qh = spanf(q(m)H ; 0)T ; (0; q(m)H )T ; m = NH + 1; NH + 2; : : : ; Nhg :The functions p(m)H (x), p(m)h (x), and q(m)H (x) are introduced in Section 2. Next we estimatethe constant in the strengthened C.B.S. inequality with the bilinear form a(:; :) dened in(21). First, we formulate some lemmas which allow us to perform the estimation of theconstant locally. These lemmas and their proofs can also be found in other papers (see,e.g., [2, 12, 14, 19, 24]). Corresponding to the nite element triangulation TH the bilinearform has the representationa(u; v) = RHXr=1 a(r)(u; v) 8u; v 2 Vh; Vh = VH + Th; (23)where a(r)(u; v) is the restriction of a(:; :) to the triangle (r)H .Lemma 3.1 If there exist numbers (r) 2 [0; 1] such that for all r = 1; 2; : : : RHja(r)(u; v)j  (r)qa(r)(u; u)qa(r)(v; v) 8u 2 VH ; v 2 Th (24)holds, then the strengthened C.B.S. inequality holds with = maxr=1;2;:::;RH (r):Let us dene matrices A(r), B(r), and C(r) in the following way:(A(r)u; u)n := a(r)(u; u) ; 8u 2 VHj(r)H $ u 2 Rn;(B(r)u; v)m := a(r)(u; v) ; 8u 2 VHj(r)H $ u 2 Rn; 8v 2 Thj(r)H $ v 2 Rm; (25)(C(r)v; v)m := a(r)(v; v) ; 8v 2 Thj(r)H $ v 2 Rm:In our application n = m = 6 holds. We suppose that(1) a(r)(v; v)  0 8v 2 Vh;(2) a(r)(u; v) = a(r)(v; u) 8u; v 2 Vh;(3) kerfC(r)g = fv 2 Rm : C(r)v = 0g = f0g;(4) kerfa(r)g = v 2 Vhj(r)H : a(r)(v; z) = 0 8z 2 Vhj(r)H   VHj(r)H : (26)Under these assumptions (26) the inequalities (24) can be written in the equivalent form((r))2 = supu2VHnkerfa(r)gv2Th;v 6=0 ja(r)(u; v)j2a(r)(u; u)a(r)(v; v) = supu2RnnkerfA(r)gv2Rm;v 6=0 (B(r)u; v)2m(A(r)u; u)n(C(r)v; v)m : (27)8
Lemma 3.2 Let the matrices A(r), B(r), and C(r) satisfy the following properties:(1) A(r) is a symmetric, positive semidenite n n matrix;(2) B(r) is an arbitrary m n matrix;(3) C(r) is a symmetric, positive denite mm matrix;(4) kerfA(r)g  kerfB(r)g: (28)Then supu2RnnkerfA(r)gv2Rm;v 6=0 (B(r)u; v)2m(A(r)u; u)n(C(r)v; v)m = supu2RnnkerfA(r)g((B(r))T (C(r)) 1B(r)u; u)n(A(r)u; u)n :Lemma 3.3 Let the assumptions (28) and the two assumptions below be fullled:(1) dimkerfA(r)g = n  k  n(2) Let v1; v2; : : : ; vk =2 kerfA(r)g be linearly independent vectors of Rnsuch that Rn = kerfA(r)g+ spanfv1; v2; : : : ; vkg:Dene the matrix V (r) = [v1 v2 : : : vk]nk: (29)Then the largest eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue problem(V (r))T (B(r))T (C(r)) 1B(r)V (r)w = (V (r))TA(r)V (r)w ; w 2 Rk (30)is equal to ((r))2 from (27).Now we apply Lemma 3.1 { 3.3 to obtain upper bounds of the constant in the strength-ened C.B.S. inequality in the case of plane linear elasticity problems. In Theorem 3.1upper bounds in dependence on the Poisson's ratio  are given for discretizations withh-hierarchical nite element ansatz functions.Theorem 3.1 Suppose that the triangulation TH consists of right isosceles triangles (r)Hand that h-hierarchical nite element ansatz functions are used. Then( l)2 = 8>>><>>:  + 4 +p32   4 + 28 for the state of plane stress32   7 + 4  (   1)p92   8 + 28(   1)2 for the state of plane strain: (31)Proof: We restrict the bilinear form a(:; :) dened in (21) to a nite element (r)H as itis shown in Figure 2.Dene the abbreviations = 11   2 ;  = 1  2 ;  = 12(1 + )for the state of plane stress and = 1   (1 + )(1  2) ;  = (1 + )(1   2) ;  = 12(1 + )9
@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@Figure 2: A right isosceles triangle of THfor the state of plane strain. Using the nite element subspaces dened in (22), thecorresponding matrices A(r), B(r), and C(r) have the following form:A(r) = E2 0BBBBBBBB@  +   +          +  +              0 0     0   0    0   0     0 0  1CCCCCCCCA ;B(r) = E2 0BBBBBBBB@   0     0    0 0   (+ )  ( + 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) 1CCCCCCCCA :Obviously, we getkerfA(r)g = spanf(1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0)T ; (0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1)T ; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 0)T g  kerfB(r)g:Furthermore, it is easy to show that the matrices A(r), B(r), and C(r) satisfy the prop-erties (28). Since we want to apply Lemma 3.3 we have to choose a set of linearlyindependent vectors v1, v2, and v3 with vi =2 kerfA(r)g, i = 1; 2; 3, and kerfA(r)g +spanfv1; v2; v3g = R6. By means of the vectorsv1 = (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0)T ; v2 = (0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0)T ; and v3 = (0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0)Twe form the matrix V (r) introduced in Lemma 3.3. The corresponding generalized eigen-value problem (30) is solved by means of the program MAPLE V [13], which calculatesthe eigenvalues (31).Using the same idea for all other right isosceles triangles we get the same largesteigenvalue. Therefore, owing to Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.2, and Lemma 3.1 we get theupper bounds (31) of the constant in the C.B.S. inequality. 2Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1.10
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Figure 3: Plots of the functions ( l)2() and (q)2() for the state of plane stress (a) andthe state of plane strain (b)Theorem 3.2 For a nite element triangulation with right isosceles triangles and p-hierarchical nite element ansatz functions (p = 2) the constant (q)2 in the strengthenedC.B.S. inequality for plane linear elasticity problems is bounded by(q)2 = 43( l)2with l from (31).Figure 3 shows plots of the functions ( l)2() and (q)2().Remark 3.1(i) Margenov [20] proves under the same assumptions as made in Theorem 3.1 that( l)2 = 34 is an upper bound for all . The dependence of the upper bound on  isonly shown by a table. Furthermore, he shows by numerical experiments that 34 isalso an upper bound for arbitrary right triangles.(ii) Jung considers in [15] a mesh renement as it is shown in Figure 4.@@@@@@@H @@@@@@@   hFigure 4: Non-standard renement of a triangleIn this case the following estimates for ( l)2 are proved:( l)2 = 13   2 +q(2   8 + 3)2 + 16(1   2)8(3   )for the state of plane stress and(l)2 = 13  26 + 122 +q(122   14 + 3)2 + 16(1   2)(1   )28(3  4)(1   )11
for the state of plane strain. We remark that here ( l)2 for the state of plane straintends to 1 if  tends to 12 (see also Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Plots of the functions ( l)2() for the state of plane stress (a) and the state ofplane strain (b) in the case of non-standard mesh renement(iii) In the paper [15], Jung studies the C.B.S. inequality for two-dimensional elasticityproblems and discretizations with right isosceles triangles, where the ner triangu-lation is obtained by halving the triangles of the coarse triangulation (see Figure 6).For this case the following bounds of ( l)2 are derived:( l)2 = 8>><>>: 23   for the state of plane stress and2(1  )3   4 for the state of plane strain:@@@@@@@H @@@@@@@   hFigure 6: Halving of a triangle(iv) Jung, Langer, and Semmler give in [14, 16] for elasticity problems and niteelement discretizations with triangular, rectangular, and hexahedral elements nu-merically determined bounds of (q)2.(v) In Figure 7 we show the dependence of (q)2 (state of the plane strain) on the shapeof the triangles. Here triangles with the vertices (0; 0), (1; 0), and (x(3)1 ; x(3)2 ) areconsidered (see Figure 7). The constant (q)2 is determined numerically. Obviously,we get the smallest constant for equilateral triangles.Unfortunately, relation (6) is not true for three-dimensional problems discretized bymeans of tetrahedral elements. In the following we want to give some rst results con-cerning estimates of the constant in the C.B.S. inequality for three-dimensional elasticity12
(0; 0) (1; 0)
(x(3)1 ; x(3)2 ) (q)21.00.90.8 x(3)10.10.30.50.70.90.90.70.50.30.1x(3)2Figure 7: (q)2 in dependence on the shape of the triangle ( = 0:3)problems. The extension of Achchab's and Maitre's proof for two-dimensional prob-lems to the three-dimensional case is dicult. It is also very complicated to nd a formulawhich indicates the dependence of  l (q) on the Poisson's ratio  for special triangula-tions. Therefore, we are only able to present some numerical experiments. We considera reference tetrahedron (see Figure 8). Figure 8 shows also how the constants ( l)2 and(q)2 depend on . We observe for the h-hierarchical case the upper bound 0:9 and forthe p-hierarchical case the upper bound 1.6 -    	
x3 x2x1 -
60.7 (l)2(q)20.80.91.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Figure 8: The reference tetrahedron and plots of the functions ( l)2() and (q)2() forthree-dimensional elasticity problems4 A remark on multilevel iterative methods for elas-ticity problemsThe knowledge of upper bounds of the constant in the C.B.S. inequality is of importancefor computing optimal parameters in the algebraic multilevel preconditioner (AMLI) pro-posed by Axelsson and Vassilevski [5, 6] or in multigrid algorithms of the projectiontype described by Meis and Branca [22] (see also [15, 24]). In these methods sub-problems related to the subspaces VH and T lh, respectively, are to be solved. For thesubproblem corresponding to VH usually a recursive multilevel strategy is used. The sti-ness matrix resulting from the discretization of the subproblem on T lh has a condition13
number  which is independent of the discretization parameter [2, 8, 15], but it is in-creasing with an increasing Poisson's ratio . Numerically determined estimates of thecondition number () in the case of triangulations with right isosceles triangles and inthe case of a tetrahedron as shown in Figure 8 are plotted in Figure 9 and in Figure 10,respectively. A good approximation for the function () is the function 18:498 21:4771 2 inthe case of the state of plane strain and the function 33:721 30:2161 2 in the three-dimensionalcase, respectively (see also a short remark in [21]).
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Figure 9: Plots of the functions () for the state of plane stress (a) and the state of plainstrain (b)If one has a solver for the subproblem on T lh which is robust with respect to , then ow-ing to Theorem 3.1 both the AMLI method and the multigrid algorithm of projection typeare optimal robust iterative solvers for two-dimensional elasticity problems discretized bytriangles with piecewise linear nite element ansatz functions. Up to now the construc-tion of such robust subproblem solvers is still an open question. For other discretizations,as e.g. discretizations with quadrilateral elements and semi-coarsening, such solvers wereconstructed (see, e.g., [21]). Here, the special structure of the corresponding matrix isexploited such that an optimal direct solver can be used
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Figure 10: Plots of the function () for a discretization with a tetrahedron14
5 ConclusionsThe bilinear forms considered in this paper cover a large class of practically relevant prob-lems. For all these problems the upper bound (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